
Website Health Plans
Features Budding Beauty Blooming Beautiful Why It's Important

WordPress core updates
Prevent against website errors and downtime.
Know the core software driving your site is up-to-date

WordPress plugin updates
Out-of-date plugins become a weakness in your website
security and functionality. Prevent against malicious malware
and site downtime by keeping plugins up-to-date.

WordPress theme updates
An out-of-date theme becomes a weakness in your website
security and functionality. Prevent against malicious malware
and site downtime by keeping your theme up-to-date.

WordPress security monitoring
Your website it monitored for any unwanted attempts to
access (& potentially damage). Any issues will be fixed on the
spot.

Full website backups with restore
capability

A secure backup of your sites files and database are kept in
case the worst happens. Backups will be weekly for static sites
and daily for sites with blogs, stores, etc.

Database cleaning and optimising
As your website is updated and grows, it can leave unwanted
data in your site's database causing slower loading speed. We
will remove this data as it builds up.

Scan and fix broken links
A monthly link scan will be performed to ensure visitors and
search engines can access all pages.

Website speed optimisation
We make sure your website is loading as fast as possible. Don't
lose potential customers to long loading times.

Contact form and recaptcha security
checks

Ensure all your contact forms are working and secured against
spamming

Monthly upkeep reporting
Every month you'll receive a report of all the work that has
been done for your site. If something urgent arises, we let you
know immediately.

Google web masters tools/search
console

We provide you with monthly data on how site visitors use
your website and any recommendations to improve
conversions.

Number of hours charged at a discount
rate of $40  for the first hour then $80
for any hours thereafter when working
on website tasks in addition to the tasks
included in the package.

This can include tasks such as adding new images, changing
website wording, adding a new team member to the about
page, etc.
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Billed monthly $50 $80

One off initial setup fee.
Includes: debugging site,
optimising load speed and setting
up site tracking (ifapplicable)

$130 $195

tarryn@tarrynreeves.com (+61) 417 785 921

Supercharge your website now!
www.tarrynreeves.com


